Internship Evaluation Form

Final Evaluation by Sponsoring Organization of PSM Student Intern
Thank you for supporting the Oregon State PSM@ENSC student internship program. Your completion of this form will allow us to assess the student’s performance during the internship, and provide the student with valuable feedback regarding his or her strengths and weaknesses as a prospective professional in this field.

Name of Student: *

Student's Major Advisor: *

Sponsoring Organization: *

Internship Start Date:

Internship End Date:

Student’s Internship Assignment: *

Please comment on the following 5 areas:
1. Overall attitude toward internship assignment(s): *
   

2. Effectiveness in executing assignments: *
   

3. Dependability: *
   
   Responsible? Uses good judgment? Hesitant to make decisions? Follows through consistently on assignments? Persistent?

4. Relationships with others: *

5. Work ethic: *


What type of feedback have you provided this student and his/her performance during the internship? In what way was work progress reviewed and how?: *

How has this student responded to your suggestions for carrying out his/her work assignments?: *

OVERALL EVALUATION of student’s current level of work experience and education: *
Outstanding (performed well beyond expectations)
Very Good (high quality performance)
Good (performed all tasks as expected)
Marginal (performance mostly inadequate - needs improvement)
Unsatisfactory (please contact the PSM coordinator)

Has the general content of this evaluation been discussed with the student?: *
Yes
No

Would you be willing to consider another intern from Oregon State University?: *
Yes
No

Additional comments (optional):